
A graphical characterization of the largest chain graphs�Martin Volfy1 Milan Studen�yz21Czech Technical University Prague, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering, Departmentof Mathematics, Trojanova 13, Prague 12000, Czech Republic.2Institute of Information Theory and Automation, Academy of Sciences of Czech Republic,Pod vod�arenskou v�e�z�� 4, Prague 18208, Czech Republic, andLaboratory of Intelligent Systems, University of Economics Prague,Ekonomick�a 957, Prague 14800, Czech Republic.AbstractThe paper presents a graphical characterization of the largest chain graphs which serve asunique representatives of classes of Markov equivalent chain graphs. The characterization is abasis for an algorithm constructing, for a given chain graph, the largest chain graph equivalentto it. The algorithm was used to generate a catalog of the largest chain graphs with at most�ve vertices. Every item of the catalog contains the largest chain graph of a class of Markovequivalent chain graphs and an economical record of the induced independency model.Keywords: graphical models, conditional independence, independency models, chain graphs,Markov equivalence, the largest chain graph, complex arrows, protected arrows.1 IntroductionThe topic of this paper are chain graph models of conditional independence structures. The class ofchain graphs was introduced by Lauritzen and Wermuth [10] as a graphical tool which allows one torepresent both symmetric associations and directional inuences among variables. The symmetricassociations correspond to lines (= undirected edges) and the directional inuences correspondto arrows (= directed edges). Note that the original research report [10] was later modi�ed andbecame a basis of the paper [11]. Mathematical theory of chain graphs was developed mainly byFrydenberg [8]. The class of Markovian distributions with respect to a chain graph was introducedby means of a moralization criterion there, see also [12]. Moreover, Frydenberg [8] characterizedMarkov equivalent chain graphs (i.e., graphs inducing the same class of Markovian distributions)in graphical terms and showed that every equivalence class contains a distinguished representativewhich is called the largest chain graph.Several later works dealt with chain graphs, for example [20], [5], [4], [16], [19], [1]. An equivalentseparation criterion for chain graphs was introduced in [3]. It made it possible to con�rm theconjecture from [8] that the global Markov condition is the strongest possible one - see [18]. Chaingraphs became a topic of books as well - see [21], [13]. Cox and Wermuth [6] introduced a widerclass of joint-response chain graphs in which two additional types of relationships among variablesare considered (they are represented by dashed lines and arrows). An alternative Markov propertyfor joint-response chain graphs with dashed arrows and solid lines was developed by Andersson,Madigan and Perlman [2], for comparison see [15].Nevertheless, this paper is concerned with the original chain graphs (with solid lines and arrows)treated by Frydenberg [8]. One of Frydenberg's open questions was to �nd a procedure that fora given chain graph constructs the largest chain graph with the same Markov properties. Thepool-component procedure from [17] is an example of such a procedure. In this paper we presenteven a more elegant solution of the problem. We give a simple direct graphical characterization of�This work was supported by the grants GA�CR n. 201/98/0478, GAAV�CR n. A1075801, GAAV�CR n. K1075601and M�SMT n. VS96008.yCorresponding author, Jir�askova 372, Dobrovice 29441, Czech Republic, e-mail: martin.volf@datatrans.czzE-mail: studeny@utia.cas.cz 1



those chain graphs which are the largest chain graphs of (some) classes of Markov equivalent chaingraphs. The characterization leads immediately to another algorithm for �nding the largest chaingraph which is Markov equivalent to a given chain graph.The next section deals with basic concepts and their relevant properties. In the third sectionwe introduce the concept of protected arrow. The main result of the paper says that a chain graphis the largest chain graph (of a class of Markov equivalent chain graphs) i� every its arrow isprotected. The third section also contains the description of the above mentioned algorithm. Inthe fourth section, we used the algorithm to generate a catalog of the largest chain graphs over atmost �ve vertices by a computer. The results of the paper and further prospects are discussed inConclusions (the last section).2 Basic concepts2.1 Graphs and routesA hybrid graph over V is an ordered pair G = (V;E), where V is a �nite non-empty set, elementsof which are called vertices of G, and E is a set of ordered pairs of distinct vertices of G. Anordered pair (u; v) of vertices of G is called an edge in G, i� (u; v) 2 E or (v; u) 2 E. An edge(u; v) in G is called an undirected edge if (u; v) 2 E and (v; u) 2 E, a directed edge if (u; v) 2 Eand (v; u) 62 E, and a reverse directed edge if (u; v) 62 E and (v; u) 2 E. We also use the phrasesline, arrow , reverse arrow in G and the notation u! v, u! v, u v respectively. Note that ourde�nition implies that at most one edge occurs for every ordered pair of distinct vertices. Let usgive an example of a hybrid graph. Put V = fa; b; cg, E = f(a; b); (b; a); (a; c)g and G = (V;E).Then (a; b) and (b; a) are lines in G, (a; c) is an arrow in G and (c; a) is a reverse arrow in G. Thepairs (b; c) and (c; b) are not edges in G. The graph G is shown in the left picture of Figure 1.
ea ebec
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�Figure 1: Examples of hybrid graphs.Let G = (V;E) be a graph over V and U � V is non-empty. The graph (U;E \ (U �U)) is calledthe subgraph of G induced by U and denoted by GU . A graph which contains no arrow is calledundirected , a graph which contains no line is called directed . In particular, the graphs withoutedges are both directed and undirected graphs. The underlying graph of a graph G is an undirectedgraph obtained from G by replacing all edges in G by lines.Let G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2) be two hybrid graphs. We say that they are isomorphicif there exists a one-to-one mapping � from V1 to V2 such that, for every ordered pair (u; v) ofdistinct vertices of G1, (u; v) 2 E1 i� (�(u); �(v)) 2 E2. For example, the graph in the right pictureof Figure 1 is isomorphic to the graph in the left picture of Figure 1. Here �(a) = c, �(b) = d,�(c) = e.A route from a vertex u1 to a vertex un (n � 1) in a hybrid graph G is a �nite sequence (u1; : : : ; un)of its vertices such that (ui; ui+1) is an edge in G for all i = 1; : : : ; n� 1. A path is a route whichconsists of distinct vertices. A pseudo-cycle is a route (u1; : : : ; un) such that n � 4 and u1 = un.A cycle is a pseudo-cycle (u1; : : : ; un) such that (u1; : : : ; un�1) is a path. A route (u1; : : : ; un) iscalled undirected , if ui ! ui+1 for all i = 1; : : : ; n�1. It is called descending if either ui ! ui+1 orui ! ui+1 for all i = 1; : : : ; n� 1. A descending route (u1; : : : ; un) is called directed if uj ! uj+1for at least one j 2 f1; : : : ; n� 1g.Example. Let us give a few examples of di�erent types of routes in the graph from Figure 2:� (a; b; c; f; g; b; c; d) is a general route which is neither a pseudo-cycle nor a path,� (a; b; c; d) is a directed path, 2
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eefeg -?Figure 2: Examples of a routes in a graph.eu1?eu2 eu3 e eun�2 eun�1eun?Figure 3: A complex.� (b; c; f; e; d; c; f; g; b) is a pseudo-cycle which is not a cycle,� (b; c; d; e; f; g; b) is a directed cycle,� (a; b; g; f) is both an undirected path and a descending path,� (d; c; b; a) is a path which is neither undirected nor directed.A vertex u is an ancestor of a vertex v in a graph G if there exists a descending route from u tov in G. Note that every (descending) route � can be shortened to a (descending) path. Indeed,if a vertex w occurs more than once in � : (u = u1; : : : ; un = v), then � can be replaced by(u1; : : : ; ui�1; uk; : : : ; un) where ui is the �rst occurrence of a node w in �, and uk is the lastoccurrence of w in �. The set of ancestors of vertices of a set U � V is denoted by an(U).A complex in a hybrid graph G is a path (u1; : : : ; un) in G such that n > 2, u1 ! u2, un�1  un,ui ! ui+1 for all i = 2; : : : ; n � 2, and no other pair of vertices of fu1; : : : ; ung is an edge in G.That means, the subgraph of G induced by fu1; : : : ; ung looks like the graph in Figure 3. Notethat our concept of complex corresponds to the concept of 'minimal complex' from [8]. An arrowx! y is called a complex arrow in G if there exists a complex (u1; : : : ; un) in G such that x = u1and y = u2. An arrow x! y in G is called a non-complex arrow if it is not a complex arrow in G.Two graphs will be called (graph) equivalent , if they have the same underlying graph and the samecomplexes. It is evidently an equivalence relation. The following lemma simpli�es the task toverify whether two graphs are equivalent.Lemma 2.1 Two hybrid graphs are graph equivalent i� they have the same underlying graph andthe same complex arrows.Proof: It su�ces to show that whenever G1 and G2 have the same underlying graph andcomplex arrows, then they have the same complexes. Suppose for a contradiction that (u1; : : : ; un)is a complex in G1, which is not a complex in G2. Since u1 ! u2 and un ! un�1 are complexarrows in G1, they are arrows in G2. Let us put i = max fk; 1 � k � n� 2; uk ! uk+1 in G2g andj = min fk; i + 1 � k � n � 1; uk  uk+1 in G2g. Then (ui+1; : : : ; uj) is an undirected path inG2. Since (u1; : : : ; un) is a complex in G1, and G2 has the same underlying graph as G1, the path(ui; : : : ; uj+1) is a complex in G2. One has i = 1 as otherwise (ui; ui+1) is a complex arrow in G2which is a line in G1. Analogously, j = n � 1 as otherwise (uj+1; uj) is a complex arrow in G2which is a line in G1. Thus (u1; : : : ; un) is a complex in G2 which contradicts the assumption.Lemma 2.2 Let u! v be a non-complex arrow in a hybrid graph G, and the graph H di�ersfrom G only in the edge (u; v), which is a line in H . Then G and H are graph equivalent.3
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Figure 4: Figure illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.4.Proof: The graphs G and H have the same underlying graph. By Lemma 2.1 it su�ces to verifythat they have the same complex arrows. Since u! v is not a part of any complex in G everycomplex in G remains a complex in H and every complex arrow in G is a complex arrow in H .Let us prove by contradiction that every complex arrow in H is a complex arrow in G. Considera complex arrow a! b in H which is a non-complex arrow in G. Then there exists a complex(a; b = c1; : : : ; cn; d), n � 1 in H . Since it is not a complex in G the edge (u; v) belongs to thepath (c1; : : : ; cn). Find the index i such that u = ci and either v = ci+1 or v = ci�1. Then eitherthe path (ci = u; ci+1 = v; : : : ; cn; d) or the path (a; b = c1; : : : ; ci�1 = v; ci = u) is a complex in Gwhich contradicts the premise that u! v is a non-complex arrow in G.Consequence 2.3 Let G be a hybrid graph, A a collection of non-complex arrows in G, and Ha graph made of G by converting the arrows from A into lines. Then H is graph equivalent to G.Proof: Let us order the collection A into a sequence ui ! vi, i = 1; : : : ;m and denote Ai =fuj ! vj ; i � j � mg for i = 1; : : : ;m. Put G1 � G and introduce Gi+1 (for i = 1; : : : ;m) as thegraph made of Gi by converting the arrow ui ! vi into a line. The idea is to show by induction oni = 1; : : : ;m that Ai is a collection of non-complex arrows in Gi and that Gi+1 is equivalent to Gi.Indeed, one can apply Lemma 2.2 to show that G2 is equivalent to G1. The induction step (fori = 1; : : : ;m): since Gi+1 and Gi have the same complex arrows (Lemma 2.1) Ai+1 is a collectionof non-complex arrows in Gi+1 as well. This allows to apply Lemma 2.2 again to show that Gi+2is equivalent to Gi+1. Hence, H = Gm+1 is equivalent to G1 = G.Let G1 = (V;E1) and G2 = (V;E2) are hybrid graphs. We will say that G1 is larger than G2, andwrite G1 � G2 if E1 � E2. It implies that every line in G2 is a line in G1. In a particular casethat G1 and G2 have the same underlying graph, G1 � G2 i� every arrow in G1 is an arrow inG2. Note that whenever a vertex u is an ancestor of a vertex v in G2 and G1 � G2 then u is anancestor of v in G1. Indeed, it su�ces to realize that a sequence of vertices (u = u1; : : : ; un = v),n � 1 is a descending route in Gj = (V;Ej), j = 1; 2 i� (ui; ui+1) 2 Ej for all i = 1; : : : ; n� 1.2.2 Cyclic arrowsLet G be a hybrid graph and u! v an arrow in G. We will say that u! v is a cyclic arrow in G,if there exists a directed pseudo-cycle in G such that u! v is part of it. Equivalently, if u! v inG and v is an ancestor of u in G. In particular, u! v a cyclic arrow in G i� there exists a directedcycle in G containing u! v.Lemma 2.4 Let G be a hybrid graph and u! v a cyclic arrow in G. Let the graph H is madeof G by converting u! v into a line. Then an arrow x! y is a cyclic arrow in H i� it is a cyclicarrow in G, di�erent from u! v.Proof: Every directed pseudo-cycle in G containing an arrow x! y di�erent from u! v remainsa directed pseudo-cycle in H . Thus, every cyclic arrow in G di�erent from u! v is a cyclic arrowin H . 4



Conversely, suppose that x! y is a cyclic arrow in H . Then x! y in G and there exists adescending route  : (y = u1; : : : ; un = x), n � 3 in H . If  remains a descending route in G, thenx! y is a cyclic arrow in G. Otherwise there exists 1 � i � n � 1 such that (ui; ui+1) = (v; u).Since u! v is a cyclic arrow in G there exists a descending route � : (v = v1; : : : ; vk = u), k � 3in G (see Figure 4). Therefore (y = u1; : : : ; ui = v = v1; : : : ; vk = u = ui+1; : : : ; un = x) is adescending route in G and x! y is a cyclic arrow in G as well.2.3 Chain graphsA chain graph is a hybrid graph in which there is no directed pseudo-cycle. Equivalently, a chaingraph is a hybrid graph without cyclic arrows. In particular, a hybrid graph is a chain graph i�it has no directed cycle. Every undirected graph is a chain graph because it does not containany arrow. Directed chain graphs are more often called directed acyclic graphs. Note that theabove de�nition of a chain graph is not the original one given by Lauritzen and Wermuth [10]which motivated the name 'chain'. Other equivalent de�nitions of a chain graph are given in [17],Lemma 2.1. A simple way of how to convert a hybrid graph into a chain graph is based on Lemma2.4.Consequence 2.5 Let K be a hybrid graph and H is a graph made of K by converting all itscyclic arrows into lines. Then H is a chain graph.Proof: Let us order the collection of all cyclic arrows in K into a sequence ui ! vi, i = 1; : : : ;mand denote Ai = fuj ! vj ; i � j � mg for i = 1; : : : ;m+ 1. Put G1 � K and introduce Gi+1 (fori = 1; : : : ;m) as the graph made of Gi by converting the arrow ui ! vi into a line. One can useLemma 2.4 to show by induction on i = 1; : : : ;m+ 1 that Ai is the collection of all cyclic arrowsin Gi. Hence, H = Gm+1 has no cyclic arrow.The graph equivalence decomposes the class of chain graphs over V into equivalence classes. Theproof of the following important result was given by Frydenberg [8], Proposition 5.7.Theorem 2.6 Every equivalence class of graph equivalent chain graphs contains a graph which islarger than any other graph of the class.Of course, the graph from the previous theorem is uniquely determined. It will be called the largestchain graph of the class of equivalent chain graphs. Let us emphasize that the equivalence classmay contain incomparable chain graphs (with respect to the relation 'larger') in general. On theother hand, the largest chain graph of the class is comparable with every chain graph of the class.The only di�erence between a general chain graph G belonging to the class and the largest chaingraph L of the class is that some non-complex arrows in G can be lines in L.2.4 Independency models and Markov propertiesLet V be a non-empty �nite set of variables. Let us denote the set of all triplets hX;Y jZi by T (V ),where X, Y, Z are disjoint subsets of V, and X, Y are non-empty. If the sets X, Y have only oneelement, then the triplet hX;Y jZi is called elementary . The set of all elementary triplets over Vis denoted E(V ). An independency model over V is any subset of T (V ). An independency modelM is a semi-graphoid [14] if it satis�es the following properties:hX;Y jZi 2 M , hY;X jZi 2 Mf hX;Y jWZi 2 M & hX;W jZi 2 Mg , hX;Y W jZi 2 MThe signi�cance of elementary triplets is that the list of elementary triplets belonging to a semi-graphoidM su�ces to reconstructM and can be used as an economical record ofM. We leaveit to the reader to verify the following lemma.Lemma 2.7 LetM be a semi-graphoid over V , hX;Y jZi 2 T (V ). Then hX;Y jZi 2 M i�8 x 2 X 8 y 2 Y 8 Z �W � (X [ Y [ Z) n fx; yg hx; yjW i 2 M\ E(V ) :In particular,M1 =M2 i�M1 \ E(V ) =M2 \ E(V ) for semi-graphoidsM1,M2 over V .5
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Figure 5: u! v covers x! y.Every chain graph over V induces a certain independency model over V . The moral graph of ahybrid graph K is an undirected graph over the same set of vertices which has an edge (u; v) i�either (u; v) is an edge in K or there exists a complex (u = u1; : : : ; un = v), n � 3 in K. Wewill say that a triplet hX;Y jZi 2 T (V ) is represented in a chain graph G over V according to themoralization criterion if every path in the moral graph of Gan(X[Y [Z) from a vertex of X to avertex of Y contains a vertex of Z. The independency model induced by G consists of the tripletsrepresented in G according to the moralization criterion. It is always a semi-graphoid - see [18],Lemma 3.1. Thus, according to Lemma 2.7 one can encode it by means of the list of elementarytriplets represented in the graph.Let fXi; i 2 V g be a collection of �nite non-empty sets indexed by a �nite non-empty set V .Let the symbol �(U), where ; 6= U � V , denote the Cartesian product Qi2U Xi. A discreteprobability distribution over V is a function P : �(V ) ! [0; 1], which satis�es Px2�(V ) P (x) = 1.The marginal distribution of P for a non-empty subset U � V is a probability distribution PUover U de�ned by: PU (x) = Xy2�(V nU)P (x;y)for every x 2 �(U). Of course, P ; � 1. Supposing hX;Y jZi 2 T (V ) we say that X is conditionallyindependent of Y given Z with respect to P if8 x 2 �(X) y 2 �(Y ) z 2 �(Z) PX[Y[Z(x;y; z) � PZ(z) = PX[Z(x; z) � P Y [Z(y; z) :The independency model induced by a probability distribution P consists of the triplets hX;Y jZi 2T (V ) such that X is conditionally independent of Y given Z with respect to P . Note that it isalways a semi-graphoid as well [7].A probability distribution P over V is called Markovian with respect to a chain graph G over V ifthe independency model induced by G is a subset of the independency model induced by P . Twochain graphs over the same set of nodes are Markov equivalent if their classes of Markovian distri-butions coincide. Frydenberg [8] gave the following elegant characterization of Markov equivalentchain graphs. One can use it to show that two chain graphs are Markov equivalent i� they inducethe same independency model - see also [1].Theorem 2.8 Two chain graphs are Markov equivalent i� they are graph equivalent.3 Characterization of the largest chain graphs3.1 Protected arrowsThe goal of this section is to characterize arrows in the largest chain graph of a class of equivalentchain graphs. It seems very easy { an edge is an arrow in the largest chain graph i� it is an arrowin every equivalent chain graph. However, to inspect the whole equivalence class of chain graphs israther demanding. Thus, a reasonable characterization of arrows in the largest chain graph shouldwork only with one graph from the equivalence class. We have found out that every non-complexarrow in the largest chain graph prevents a complex arrow from being a cyclic arrow.De�nition 3.1 Let G be a hybrid graph. We say that an arrow u! v in G covers an arrowx! y in G and write u! v � x! y if u is an ancestor of x in G and y is an ancestor of v in G6



(see Figure 5). We say that an arrow u! v is protected in G if it covers a complex arrow in G.An arrow in G is called non-protected if it is not a protected arrow in G.Since every vertex is an ancestor of itself the relation � is reexive. Thus, every complex arrow isa protected arrow. Since the relation 'being an ancestor' is transitive the relation � is transitiveas well. In particular, an arrow which covers a protected arrow is a protected arrow.Lemma 3.1 Let G be a chain graph, and u! v and x! y in G. Then u! v � x! y in G i�there exists a descending path from u to v containing the arrow x! y in G.Proof: The su�ciency of the given condition is trivial. For necessity suppose u! v � x! y.Let (u = u1; : : : ; un = x), n � 1 and (y = v1; : : : ; vm = v), m � 1 be the corresponding descendingpaths. We prove by contradiction that fu1; : : : ; ung \ fv1; : : : ; vmg = ;. Let k 2 f1; : : : ; ng be thelargest index, for which there exists an index i 2 f1; : : : ;mg such that uk = vi. If k = n, theni 6= 1 since x 6= y. Moreover, i 6= 2 as otherwise v2 = un = x! y = v1 contradicts the fact that[v1 ! v2 or v1 ! v2]. Thus, k = n implies i � 3. Analogously, i = 1 implies k � n� 2. Then theroute (uk; : : : ; un = x; y = v1; : : : ; vi) is a directed cycle in G which contradicts the assumptionthat G is a chain graph.Consequence 3.2 Let G be a chain graph and u! v, x! y two di�erent arrows in G. Let thegraph K di�ers from G only in that the edge (u; v) is a line in K. Then u! v � x! y in G i�the arrow x! y is a cyclic arrow in K.Proof: Supposing u! v � x! y by Lemma 3.1 there exists a directed path (u = u1; : : : ; un =x; y = v1; : : : ; vm = v) in G containing the arrow x! y where m+n � 3. Then (u = u1; : : : ; un =x; y = v1; : : : ; vm = v; u) is a directed cycle in K.Conversely, let x! y be a cyclic arrow in K. Thus, there exists a directed cycle in K containingx! y. Since G does not contain a directed cycle and G and K di�er only in the type of (u; v) theabove mentioned directed cycle involves (u; v). The sections (y; : : : ; v) and (u; : : : ; x) of the cycleare descending paths both in G and K then.Lemma 3.3 Let G be a chain graph, u! v an arrow in G, and the graph H is made of G byconverting all its arrows, which are covered by u! v in G (including u! v) into lines. Then His a chain graph.Proof: Let us transform G into H in two steps. First, we replace only the arrow u! v by a lineand obtain a hybrid graph K. Consequence 3.2 says that an arrow x! y is a cyclic arrows in Ki� it is covered by u! v in G but di�ers from u! v. Second, we convert all cyclic arrows in Kinto lines and obtain the graph H . By Consequence 2.5 H is a chain graph.3.2 Main resultsLemma 3.4 Let G be a chain graph and L the largest chain graph equivalent to G. Then everynon-protected arrow in G is a line in L.Proof: Let u! v be a non-protected arrow in G. Let us create the graph H by converting allarrows in G, which are covered by u! v in G (including u! v) into lines. By Lemma 3.3 H is achain graph. Every arrow in G covered by u! v is a non-complex arrow in G (otherwise u! v isprotected in G). Thus, by Consequence 2.3 H is graph equivalent to G. Thus, H is a chain graphequivalent to G, but strictly larger than G because (u; v) is a line in H . Since L is equivalent toH but larger than H , (u; v) is a line in L as well.Lemma 3.5 Let G and H are equivalent chain graphs and H � G. Then every protected arrowu! v in G is a protected arrow in H .Proof: According to the assumption u! v covers in G a complex arrow x! y. Because G andH are graph equivalent x! y is also a complex arrow in H . Since u is an ancestor of x in G andH � G, u is an ancestor of x in H as well. For similar reasons y is an ancestor of v in H . Inparticular, there exists a directed route in H from u to v containing x! y. Thus the edge (u; v) inH must be an arrow from u to v as otherwise there exists a directed pseudo-cycle in H . Evidently,u! v covers x! y in H . 7



Consequence 3.6 Let G be a chain graph and L the largest chain graph equivalent to G. Thenu! v is an arrow in L i� u! v is a protected arrow in G.Proof: If u! v is a protected arrow in G, then u! v is an arrow in L by Lemma 3.5. Theconverse follows from Lemma 3.4.Theorem 3.7 A chain graph G is the largest chain graph of the class of all its graph equivalentchain graphs i� every arrow in G is protected in G.Proof: To show that every arrow in G is protected in G apply Consequence 3.6 with G = L.Conversely, suppose for a contradiction that every arrow in G is protected in G but there exists achain graph H 6= G equivalent to G and larger than G. There exists an edge (u; v), which is anarrow in G and a line in H . According to the assumption u! v is a protected arrow in G. Lemma3.5 implies that u! v is an arrow in H as well, which contradicts the fact that u! v in H .Theorem 3.7 gives an answer to the question whether a given chain graph is the largest chain graphof a class of equivalent chain graphs or not. In case the answer is negative we would like to be ableto construct the respective largest chain graph.Consequence 3.8 The set of protected arrows is the same for all equivalent chain graphs.Proof: It follows directly from Consequence 3.6.Theorem 3.9 Let G be a chain graph. Let H be the hybrid graph obtained from G by replacingall non-protected arrows in G by lines. Then H is the largest chain graph of the class of chaingraphs equivalent to G.Proof: Let L denote the corresponding largest chain graph. According to Theorem 3.7 an edge(u; v) in L is an arrow u! v in L i� it is a protected arrow in L. According to Consequence 3.8an edge (u; v) in L is a protected arrow in L i� it is a protected arrow in G. Since G and L havethe same underlying graph the graphs L and H must coincide.Theorem 3.9 can be used as a basis for an evident algorithm constructing the largest chain graphof the class of chain graphs which are equivalent to a given chain graph G:1. Find and indicate all non-protected arrows in G.2. Convert all indicated arrows into lines.One can also consider the following algorithm which is based mainly on lemmas from the precedingsubsection.1. Seek for a non-protected arrow in G. If there is no such arrow in G, then G is the largestchain graph.2. Convert the chosen non-protected arrow into a line and denote the resulting graph H .3. Seek for a cyclic arrow in H . If there is no such arrow in H , then put G � H and return to1.4. Convert the chosen cyclic arrow into a line and return to 3.Indeed, if there is no non-protected arrow in the chain graph G in Step 1, then G is the largestchain graph by Theorem 3.7. If there is a non-protected arrow in G, then it is a non-complexarrow and by Lemma 2.2 the graph H in Step 2 is equivalent to G. Repetitive application of Steps3 and 4 leads to a chain graph by Consequence 2.5. Consequence 2.3 implies that the resultinggraph is equivalent to the original graph G. Note for explanation that if one converts in Step 2 aprotected non-complex arrow into a line, then a complex arrow in G becomes a cyclic arrow in H(see Consequence 3.2). Thus, the resulting graph after Steps 3 and 4 is then a chain graph whichis not equivalent to the original graph G. 8



4 Catalog of the largest chain graphsThe goal of this section is to give a catalog of all largest chain graphs over n vertices, 2 � n � 5,together with the induced independency models. Since isomorphic graphs need not be repeated justone representative is given for each equivalence class of isomorphic graphs. Every independencymodels induced by a graph in the catalog is recorded in the form of an encoded list of representedelementary triplets.4.1 PreliminariesTo help the reader to get a picture we give some numbers below.Lemma 4.1 The number of all hybrid graphs over n vertices is given by the formula 4(n2).Proof: Let us order the set of vertices into a sequence u1; : : : ; un. The number of all orderedpairs (ui; uj), i < j is then �n2�. In a hybrid graph, for every such a pair of vertices just one of thefollowing possibilities occurs: line, arrow, reverse arrow or non-edge.Lemma 4.2 The number of all elementary triplets over n variables is n�(n�1)�2n�2. The numberof bits needed to encode a semi-graphoid over n variables is �n2� � 2n�2.Proof: The number of all ordered pairs of distinct elements of an n-element set is n � (n � 1).Supposing we have chosen the �rst two components of an elementary triplet it remains n � 2variables. The number of all subsets of that (n � 2)-element set is 2n�2. However, to record asemi-graphoid M in a form of a list of elementary triplets (see Lemma 2.7) one does not needto reserve in memory of a computer bits for all elementary triplets. Since hx; yjW i 2 M i�hy; xjW i 2 M it su�ces to allocate just one bit for such a pair of 'mutually symmetric' triplets.Table 1 gives some numbers of graphs over n vertices, 2 � n � 5, which were obtained by acomputer program. In the table, LCG means 'largest chain graph', DAG 'directed acyclic graph'and UG 'undirected graph'. Note that we don't know the exact numbers of those graphs for n � 6,except for chain graphs (28903216) and largest chain graphs (1853976) over 6 vertices.Table 1: Some numbers.Number of vertices 2 3 4 5Number of hybrid graphs 4 64 4096 1048576Number of chain graphs 4 50 1688 142624Number of LCGs 2 11 200 11519Number of LCGs, which are equivalent to a DAG 2 11 185 8782Number of LCGs, which are equivalent to an UG 2 8 64 1024Number of LCGs equivalent both to an UG and a DAG 2 8 61 822Number of LCGs, which are not equivalent to a DAG or an UG 0 0 12 2535Number of non-isomorphic largest chain graphs 2 5 22 181Number of bits needed to encode a semi-graphoid 1 6 24 80From every pair of mutually symmetric triplets over fa; b; c; d; eg we choose that one whose �rstcomponent precedes the second component in the sequence a, b, c, d, e. Table 2 encodes theseelementary triplet into numbers. To spare space we refer to a particular elementary triplet by thisnumber in sequel. For example, the number 45 refers to the triplet hd; ejci. In the table, ab meansfa; bg.
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Table 2: Elementary triplets over fa; b; c; d; eg.0 10 20 30 40 50 60 700 ha; bj;i ha; cjdi ha; djbci ha; djei hc; ejai ha; djbei hb; ejadi ha; bjcdei1 ha; cj;i ha; djbi hb; cjadi hb; cjei hc; ejbi ha; djcei hb; ejcdi ha; cjbdei2 hb; cj;i ha; djci hb; djaci hb; djei hc; ejdi ha; ejbci hc; djaei ha; djbcei3 ha; bjci hb; cjdi hc; djabi hc; djei hd; ejai ha; ejbdi hc; djbei ha; ejbcdi4 ha; cjbi hb; djai ha; ej;i ha; ejbi hd; ejbi ha; ejcdi hc; ejabi hb; cjadei5 hb; cjai hb; djci hb; ej;i ha; ejci hd; ejci hb; cjaei hc; ejadi hb; djacei6 ha; dj;i hc; djai hc; ej;i ha; ejdi ha; bjcei hb; cjdei hc; ejbdi hb; ejacdi7 hb; dj;i hc; djbi hd; ej;i hb; ejai ha; bjdei hb; djaei hd; ejabi hc; djabei8 hc; dj;i ha; bjcdi ha; bjei hb; ejci ha; cjbei hb; djcei hd; ejaci hc; ejabdi9 ha; bjdi ha; cjbdi ha; cjei hb; ejdi ha; cjdei hb; ejaci hd; ejbci hd; ejabci4.2 The catalogTo keep the size of the catalog in reasonable limits and not to loose relevant information the catalogcontains only one item for every class of isomorphic graphs.Figure 6 explains the format of every item of the catalog. It consists of the picture of thelargest chain graph, the serial number (S), the number of elements of the class of graph equivalentchain graphs (Q), the number of isomorphic classes (I), the codes of elementary triplets fromTable 2 which belong to the corresponding induced independency model (base), and the number ofelements of this base (M). The symbol in the position T indicates a special property: T = DAGmeans that the equivalence class contains a directed acyclic graph, T = � means that the classdoes not contain any directed acyclic or undirected graph, no symbol in the position T means thatneither of these two possibilities occurs. Note that the equivalence class contains an undirectedgraph i� the picture does not contain an arrow.Sµa b cde Q I M TbaseFigure 6: Format of items of the catalog.Thus, for a given chain graph G there exists I �Q chain graphs, which are equivalent to a graphisomorphic to G.4.2.1 Catalog of LCGs over two vertices1�a b 1 1 1 DAG0 2�a b 3 1 0 DAG
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4.2.2 Catalog of LCGs over three vertices1�a bc 1 1 6 DAG0{5 2�a bc 3 3 4 DAG1, 2, 4, 53�a bc 8 3 1 DAG5 4�a bc 1 3 1 DAG25�a bc 13 1 0 DAG
4.2.3 Catalog of LCGs over four vertices1�a bcd 1 1 24 DAG0{23 2�a bcd 3 6 20 DAG1, 2, 4{8, 10{17, 19{233�a bcd 8 12 14 DAG5{8, 11, 12, 14{17, 20{23 4�a bcd 1 12 14 DAG2, 6{8, 11{17, 20, 22, 235�a bcd 20 4 6 DAG5, 14, 16, 21{23 6�a bcd 2 12 5 DAG2, 14, 16, 22, 237�a bcd 1 4 6 DAG2, 7, 8, 13, 15, 17 8�a bcd 13 4 12 DAG6{8, 11, 12, 14{17, 20, 22, 239	a bcd 9 3 16 DAG0, 1, 3, 4, 7{10, 14{19, 22, 23 10
a bcd 20 12 7 DAG4, 14, 16, 17, 19, 22, 2311�a bcd 32 12 4 DAG14, 16, 22, 23 12�a bcd 3 24 7 DAG4, 7, 8, 15, 17, 19, 2311



13a bcd 3 12 4 DAG7, 8, 15, 17 14�a bcd 1 12 3 �7, 18, 2315�a bcd 2 24 2 DAG7, 23 16�a bcd 17 3 218, 2317�a bcd 40 6 1 DAG23 18�a bcd 8 12 2 DAG17, 1819�a bcd 8 12 1 DAG17 20�a bcd 1 6 2 DAG0, 2321�a bcd 3 6 1 DAG8 22�a bcd 75 1 0 DAG
4.2.4 Catalog of LCGs over �ve vertices1�a b cde 1 1 80 DAG0{79 2�a b cde 3 10 72 DAG1, 2, 4{8, 10{17, 19{27, 29{45,48{69, 71{793�a b cde 8 30 60 DAG5{8, 11, 12, 14{17, 20{27, 30,32{45, 50{55, 57{69, 72{79 4�a b cde 1 30 60 DAG2, 6{8, 11{17, 20, 22{27, 30{45,50{54, 56{69, 72, 73, 75{795�a b cde 20 20 44 DAG5, 14, 16, 21{27, 34{45, 52{55, 57,59{62, 64{69, 73{79 6�a b cde 2 60 42 DAG2, 14, 16, 22{27, 31, 34{45, 52{54,57, 59{62, 64{69, 73, 75{797�a b cde 1 20 44 DAG2, 7, 8, 13, 15, 17, 24{27, 31{45,52{54, 56, 58{61, 63{69, 73, 76,78, 79 8�a b cde 48 5 24 DAG5, 14, 16, 21{23, 37, 40, 43, 55, 57,59, 60, 62, 64, 65, 67, 68, 74{79
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9	a b cde 4 30 21 DAG2, 14, 16, 22, 23, 37, 40, 43, 57,59, 60, 62, 64, 65, 67, 68, 75{79 10
a b cde 2 20 18 DAG2, 7, 8, 13, 15, 17, 37, 40, 43, 59,60, 64, 65, 67, 68, 76, 78, 7911�a b cde 1 5 24 DAG2, 7, 8, 13, 15, 17, 25{27, 31{33,38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 56, 58, 61,63, 66, 69 12�a b cde 13 10 56 DAG6{8, 11, 12, 14{17, 20, 22{27, 30,32{45, 50{54, 57{69, 72, 73, 75{7913a b cde 9 15 64 DAG0, 1, 3, 4, 7{10, 14{19, 22{29,32{49, 52{54, 57{71, 73, 75{79 14�a b cde 20 60 46 DAG4, 14, 16, 17, 19, 22{27, 34{45, 48,52{54, 57, 59{69, 71, 73, 75{7915�a b cde 32 60 40 DAG14, 16, 22{27, 34{45, 52{54, 57,59{62, 64{69, 73, 75{79 16�a b cde 3 120 46 DAG4, 7, 8, 15, 17, 19, 23{27, 32{45,48, 52{54, 58{61, 63{69, 71, 73,76{7917�a b cde 3 60 40 DAG7, 8, 15, 17, 24{27, 32{45, 52{54,58{61, 63{69, 73, 76, 78, 79 18�a b cde 24 30 52 DAG0, 1, 3, 4, 7{10, 14{19, 22, 23, 25,26, 28, 29, 32, 33, 37{43, 46{49,57{68, 70, 71, 75{7919�a b cde 48 60 28 DAG4, 14, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 37, 40,41, 43, 48, 57, 59, 60, 62{68, 71,75{79 20�a b cde 76 30 20 DAG14, 16, 22, 23, 37, 40, 43, 57, 59,60, 62, 64, 65, 67, 68, 75{7921�a b cde 6 120 25 DAG4, 7, 8, 15, 17, 19, 23, 37, 40, 41,43, 48, 59, 60, 63{68, 71, 76{79 22�a b cde 6 60 16 DAG7, 8, 15, 17, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64,65, 67, 68, 76, 78, 7923�a b cde 3 30 52 DAG0, 1, 3, 4, 7{10, 14{19, 22, 23,25{29, 32, 33, 37{42, 44{49,57{66, 69{71, 75{78 24�a b cde 4 60 25 DAG4, 14, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 27, 37,40, 41, 48, 57, 59, 60, 62{66, 71,75{7825�a b cde 3 60 28 DAG4, 7, 8, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25{27, 32,33, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 48, 58,61, 63, 64, 66, 69, 71, 77, 78 26�a b cde 6 30 17 DAG14, 16, 22, 23, 27, 37, 40, 57, 59,60, 62, 64, 65, 75{7827�a b cde 3 30 20 DAG7, 8, 15, 17, 25{27, 32, 33, 38, 39,41, 42, 44, 45, 58, 61, 63, 66, 69 28�a b cde 1 60 38 �7, 18, 23{27, 32, 34{45, 52{54,59{61, 64{70, 73, 76{79
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29�a b cde 2 120 36 DAG7, 23{27, 32, 34{45, 52{54, 59{61,64{69, 73, 76{79 30�a b cde 8 60 28 DAG0, 7, 9, 14, 16, 22, 23, 25, 28, 32,37, 39, 40, 43, 47, 57, 59, 60, 62,64, 65, 67, 68, 75{7931�a b cde 2 120 18 �7, 18, 23, 37, 40, 43, 59{61, 64, 65,67, 68, 70, 76{79 32 a b cde 4 120 15 DAG7, 23, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64, 65,67, 68, 76{7933!a b cde 1 60 11 �7, 23, 25, 27, 32, 39, 44, 64, 70,77, 78 34"a b cde 2 60 10 DAG7, 23, 25, 27, 32, 39, 44, 64, 77, 7835#a b cde 1 60 26 DAG0, 7, 9, 14, 16, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28,32, 37, 39, 40, 44, 47, 57, 59, 60,62, 64, 65, 75{78 36$a b cde 17 15 3618, 23{27, 34{45, 52{54, 59{61,64{70, 73, 76{7937%a b cde 40 30 34 DAG23{27, 34{45, 52{54, 59{61,64{69, 73, 76{79 38&a b cde 8 60 36 DAG17, 18, 24{27, 34{45, 52{54,59{61, 63{70, 73, 76, 78, 7939'a b cde 8 60 34 DAG17, 24{27, 34{45, 52{54, 59{61,63{69, 73, 76, 78, 79 40(a b cde 48 60 31 DAG3, 11, 12, 17, 18, 20, 23, 37, 38,40, 43{46, 50, 51, 59{61, 63{65,67{70, 72, 76{7941)a b cde 76 60 22 DAG11, 17, 20, 23, 37, 40, 43, 44, 50,59, 60, 63{65, 67{69, 72, 76{79 42*a b cde 40 60 1718, 23, 37, 40, 43, 59{61, 64, 65,67, 68, 70, 76{7943+a b cde 96 60 14 DAG23, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64, 65, 67,68, 76{79 44,a b cde 16 60 16 DAG17, 18, 37, 40, 43, 59{61, 64, 65,67, 68, 70, 76, 78, 7945-a b cde 16 60 13 DAG17, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64, 65, 67,68, 76, 78, 79 46.a b cde 8 120 31 DAG3, 11, 12, 17, 18, 20, 23, 25{27, 38,39, 41, 42, 44{46, 50, 51, 59, 61,63, 66{70, 72, 76, 77, 7947/a b cde 8 120 22 DAG11, 17, 20, 23, 25{27, 38, 39, 41,42, 44, 45, 50, 61, 63, 66, 67, 69,72, 77, 79 480a b cde 8 60 17 DAG17, 18, 25{27, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44,45, 61, 63, 66, 69, 70, 76
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491a b cde 8 60 14 DAG17, 25{27, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45,61, 63, 66, 69 502a b cde 9 60 31 DAG0, 6, 9, 11, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27, 28,30, 37, 39, 40, 43, 44, 47, 50, 59,60, 63{65, 67{69, 72, 76{79513a b cde 20 120 17 DAG9, 23, 37, 39, 40, 43, 47, 59, 60,64, 65, 67, 68, 76{79 524a b cde 3 120 20 �11, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27, 39, 44, 46,50, 51, 63, 64, 67, 69, 70, 72,77{79535a b cde 6 120 17 DAG11, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27, 39, 44, 50,63, 64, 67, 69, 72, 77{79 546a b cde 3 120 9 �23, 25, 27, 39, 44, 64, 70, 77, 78557a b cde 6 120 8 DAG23, 25, 27, 39, 44, 64, 77, 78 568a b cde 3 120 13 DAG9, 23, 25, 27, 39, 44, 47, 60, 64,65, 76{78579a b cde 4 120 16 DAG11, 17, 20, 23, 26, 44, 50, 59, 63,67{69, 72, 76, 77, 79 58:a b cde 1 60 16 �18, 23, 26, 47{49, 59, 61, 63, 67,68, 70, 71, 76, 77, 7959;a b cde 2 60 11 �23, 26, 48, 59, 63, 67, 68, 71, 76,77, 79 60<a b cde 2 120 11 �18, 23, 26, 59, 61, 67, 68, 70, 76,77, 7961=a b cde 4 120 8 DAG23, 26, 59, 67, 68, 76, 77, 79 62>a b cde 1 30 36 DAG0, 23{28, 34{45, 52{54, 59{61,64{69, 73, 76{7963?a b cde 3 60 17 DAG0, 23, 25, 28, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60,64, 65, 67, 68, 76{79 64@a b cde 1 60 8 �23, 25, 64, 67, 70, 77{7965Aa b cde 4 60 7 DAG23, 25, 64, 67, 77{79 66Ba b cde 1 120 8 �23, 25, 47, 64, 67, 77{7967Ca b cde 3 30 34 DAG8, 24{27, 33{45, 52{54, 59{61,64{69, 73, 76, 78, 79 68Da b cde 20 60 17 DAG16, 18, 37, 40, 43, 59{62, 64, 65,67, 68, 70, 76, 78, 79
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69Ea b cde 20 60 14 DAG16, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 62, 64, 65,67, 68, 76, 78, 79 70Fa b cde 2 60 16 DAG8, 18, 37, 40, 43, 59{61, 64, 65, 67,68, 70, 76, 78, 7971Ga b cde 6 60 13 DAG8, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64, 65, 67,68, 76, 78, 79 72Ha b cde 1 60 31 DAG3, 6, 8, 12, 16, 18, 20, 25{27, 30,33, 38, 39, 41{46, 51, 59, 61, 62,66, 68{70, 72, 76, 7973Ia b cde 1 60 8 �8, 26, 27, 33, 42, 45, 72, 76 74Ja b cde 1 120 17 DAG6, 8, 12, 16, 26, 27, 30, 33, 42, 43,45, 51, 59, 62, 68, 76, 7975Ka b cde 2 120 11 DAG16, 18, 26, 43, 59, 61, 62, 68, 70,76, 79 76La b cde 2 120 8 DAG16, 26, 43, 59, 62, 68, 76, 7977Ma b cde 1 60 17 DAG8, 18, 25{27, 33, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44,45, 61, 66, 69, 70, 76 78Na b cde 2 60 7 DAG8, 26, 27, 33, 42, 45, 7679Oa b cde 1 60 14 DAG8, 25{27, 33, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45,61, 66, 69 80Pa b cde 24 10 723, 64, 67, 70, 77{7981Qa b cde 108 10 6 DAG23, 64, 67, 77{79 82Ra b cde 20 20 7 DAG17, 41, 44, 63, 66, 69, 7083Sa b cde 20 20 6 DAG17, 41, 44, 63, 66, 69 84Ta b cde 17 30 7 �23, 47, 64, 67, 77{7985Ua b cde 8 60 6 �23, 44, 64, 70, 77, 78 86Va b cde 16 60 5 DAG23, 44, 64, 77, 7887Wa b cde 8 60 6 DAG23, 44, 47, 64, 77, 78 88Xa b cde 8 30 7 DAG23, 28, 64, 67, 77{79
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89Ya b cde 3 30 6 �8, 64, 67, 70, 78, 79 90Za b cde 6 30 5 DAG8, 64, 67, 78, 7991[a b cde 2 60 6 DAG8, 41, 44, 66, 69, 70 92\a b cde 2 60 5 DAG8, 41, 44, 66, 6993]a b cde 1 10 7 DAG0, 23, 64, 67, 77{79 94̂ a b cde 1 30 6 DAG8, 18, 64, 67, 78, 7995_a b cde 1 10 7 DAG8, 26, 27, 33, 42, 45, 70 96̀ a b cde 3 10 6 DAG8, 26, 27, 33, 42, 4597aa b cde 75 5 32 DAG24{27, 34{45, 52{54, 59{61,64{69, 73, 76, 78, 79 98ba b cde 39 10 48 DAG0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 9{12, 18{20, 25{30,37{51, 59{61, 64{72, 76, 78, 7999ca b cde 76 60 24 DAG4, 11, 19, 20, 37, 40, 41, 43, 44,48, 50, 59, 60, 64{69, 71, 72, 76,78, 79 100da b cde 92 60 15 DAG20, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64, 65,67{69, 72, 76, 78, 79101ea b cde 176 20 12 DAG37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64, 65, 67, 68,76, 78, 79 102fa b cde 13 60 24 DAG4, 11, 19, 20, 25{27, 38, 39, 41, 42,44, 45, 48, 50, 61, 64, 66, 67, 69,71, 72, 78, 79103ga b cde 13 60 15 DAG20, 25{27, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45,61, 66, 69, 72, 79 104ha b cde 13 20 12 DAG25{27, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 61,66, 69105ia b cde 6 120 18 DAG0, 20, 25, 28, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60,64, 65, 67{69, 72, 76, 78, 79 106ja b cde 9 60 15 DAG0, 25, 28, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60, 64,65, 67, 68, 76, 78, 79107ka b cde 2 120 11 �20, 25, 46, 51, 64, 67, 69, 70, 72,78, 79 108la b cde 4 120 8 DAG20, 25, 64, 67, 69, 72, 78, 79
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109ma b cde 1 60 6 �25, 64, 67, 70, 78, 79 110na b cde 6 60 5 DAG25, 64, 67, 78, 79111oa b cde 9 60 24 DAG1, 6, 10, 12, 26, 27, 29, 30, 37, 40,42, 43, 45, 49, 51, 59, 60, 64, 65,67, 68, 76, 78, 79 112pa b cde 20 120 15 DAG12, 37, 40, 43, 45, 51, 59, 60, 64,65, 67, 68, 76, 78, 79113qa b cde 3 60 9 �26, 27, 42, 45, 48, 50, 71, 72, 76 114ra b cde 3 120 6 �26, 27, 42, 45, 72, 76115sa b cde 3 120 10 DAG12, 26, 27, 42, 45, 51, 59, 68, 76,79 116ta b cde 6 60 5 DAG26, 27, 42, 45, 76117ua b cde 120 15 16 DAG5, 14, 21, 22, 40, 43, 55, 57, 64,65, 67, 68, 74, 75, 78, 79 118va b cde 9 15 16 DAG2, 7, 13, 15, 26, 27, 31, 32, 41, 42,44, 45, 56, 58, 66, 69119wa b cde 21 12 1519, 22, 46, 47, 49, 58, 64, 66{68,70, 71, 75, 78, 79 120xa b cde 48 60 1019, 22, 64, 66{68, 71, 75, 78, 79121ya b cde 108 60 7 DAG22, 64, 67, 68, 75, 78, 79 122za b cde 20 60 15 DAG15, 19, 41, 44{47, 49, 58, 66,69{71, 75, 78123{a b cde 20 120 10 DAG15, 19, 41, 44, 45, 58, 66, 69, 71,78 124|a b cde 20 60 7 DAG15, 41, 44, 45, 58, 66, 69125}a b cde 8 60 11 �19, 22, 28, 64, 66{68, 71, 75, 78,79 126~a b cde 16 120 8 DAG22, 28, 64, 67, 68, 75, 78, 79127�a b cde 53 30 564, 67, 70, 78, 79 128�a b cde 192 30 4 DAG64, 67, 78, 79
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129�a b cde 32 120 10 DAG20, 41, 44, 46, 51, 66, 69, 70, 72,79 130�a b cde 32 120 7 DAG20, 41, 44, 66, 69, 72, 79131�a b cde 32 60 5 DAG41, 44, 66, 69, 70 132�a b cde 32 60 4 DAG41, 44, 66, 69133�a b cde 24 30 5 DAG28, 64, 67, 78, 79 134�a b cde 6 60 8 DAG1, 6, 10, 12, 64, 67, 78, 79135�a b cde 8 120 6 �12, 64, 67, 70, 78, 79 136�a b cde 16 120 5 DAG12, 64, 67, 78, 79137�a b cde 1 60 11 �0, 19, 22, 64, 66{68, 71, 75, 78, 79 138�a b cde 2 120 8 DAG0, 22, 64, 67, 68, 75, 78, 79139�a b cde 40 30 5 DAG18, 64, 67, 78, 79 140�a b cde 3 30 5 DAG0, 64, 67, 78, 79141�a b cde 3 60 15 DAG10, 15, 26, 27, 42, 45{47, 49, 58,65, 69{71, 75 142�a b cde 3 60 6 �26, 27, 42, 45, 71, 75143�a b cde 3 120 8 DAG10, 26, 27, 42, 45, 49, 65, 75 144�a b cde 3 120 10 DAG15, 26, 27, 42, 45, 46, 58, 69, 70,75145�a b cde 6 120 5 DAG26, 27, 42, 45, 75 146�a b cde 3 120 7 DAG15, 26, 27, 42, 45, 58, 69147�a b cde 3 30 5 DAG26, 27, 42, 45, 70 148�a b cde 9 30 4 DAG26, 27, 42, 45
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149�a b cde 1 120 6 �25, 46, 64, 67, 78, 79 150�a b cde 4 60 8 DAG1, 20, 64, 67, 69, 72, 78, 79151�a b cde 2 120 6 �1, 64, 67, 70, 78, 79 152�a b cde 6 120 5 DAG1, 64, 67, 78, 79153�a b cde 17 60 5 �46, 64, 67, 78, 79 154�a b cde 8 60 3 �41, 71, 79155�a b cde 8 120 3 �41, 70, 79 156�a b cde 16 120 2 DAG41, 79157�a b cde 8 120 3 DAG41, 46, 79 158�a b cde 1 120 6 �1, 46, 64, 67, 78, 79159�a b cde 2 120 6 DAG1, 18, 64, 67, 78, 79 160 a b cde 8 60 5 DAG3, 64, 67, 78, 79161¡a b cde 2 60 3 �26, 74, 79 162¢a b cde 1 60 3 �26, 56, 69163£a b cde 3 60 3 �26, 70, 79 164¤a b cde 6 60 2 DAG26, 79165¥a b cde 2 120 3 DAG26, 69, 71 166¦a b cde 2 120 3 DAG26, 69, 70167§a b cde 2 120 2 DAG26, 69 168̈a b cde 1 60 3 DAG26, 46, 79
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169©a b cde 82 15 274, 79 170ªa b cde 17 15 2 �56, 69171«a b cde 248 10 1 DAG79 172¬a b cde 40 60 2 DAG69, 71173a b cde 40 30 1 DAG69 174®a b cde 8 30 2 DAG0, 79175̄a b cde 16 60 2 DAG45, 74 176°a b cde 8 60 2 DAG45, 56177±a b cde 8 30 2 DAG45, 70 178²a b cde 24 30 1 DAG45179³a b cde 1 30 2 DAG2, 69 180́a b cde 13 10 1 DAG27181µa b cde 541 1 0 DAG
5 ConclusionsIn this paper we gave a graphical characterization of the largest chain graphs of classes of Markovequivalent chain graphs which is quite clear and straightforward. The arrows in the largest chaingraph can be recognized as special 'protected' arrows in every graph from the equivalence class(Consequence 3.6). Everything what one needs to examine are some special paths in the graph {complexes and descending paths between certain vertices. It provides us with a simple method forconstruction of the largest chain graph on basis of a given chain graph from the equivalence class(Theorem 3.9).The given catalog of the largest chain graphs gives us the idea about the number of chaingraph models over two, three, four and �ve variables. While in case of four variables one can checkmanually that the catalog is exhaustive, it is almost impossible in case of �ve variables. We don'tknow a general formula for the number of chain graph models over a given number of vertices. Itremains an open question. 21
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